A new CLRDV strain has been isolated from Alabama and the rest of the United States Cotton Belt. To understand the pathogenicity of the Alabama strain of CLRDV (CLRDV-AL), our project aimed to characterize a CLRDV-AL encoded VSR, P0 protein, by expressing various recombinant P0 proteins via Agrobacterium-mediated infiltration to examine them for silencing suppression potency, intracellular localization, and self-interaction.

Sequence alignment comparing CLRDV-AL to the previously isolated strains from South American countries indeed showed some mutations within the domain known for VSR function (Agrofoglio et al., 2019).

To verify the P0 protein’s ability to suppress the RNA silencing, P0 was concurrently expressed next to the VSRs from other viruses along with a green fluorescent protein (GFP) in Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants, a transgenic line that constitutively expresses GFP (Fig. 1). This assay demonstrated that P0 protein of CLRDV-AL is not a potent silencing suppressor compared to other VSRs such as P19 and HC-Pro known for their strong silencing suppression.

Fig. 1. GFP silencing and its suppression in GFP-transgenic N. benthamiana plants.

Fig. 2. The P0 protein of CLRDV-AL is a weak VSR.

Infiltrated leaf tissue showing suppression of GFP silencing was examined using a fluorescence microscope. The fluorescence intensity was calculated from more than 15 images per treatment using Region of Interest (ROI) on ImageJ, and the relative intensity was analyzed by a one-way ANOVA test in R (Fig. 2; significant difference, p < 0.01, was denoted by letters).

As some VSRs are known to form a dimer that interacts with small-interfering RNAs, the self-interaction of P0 proteins was examined using the yeast-two-hybrid method.
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(YTH) assay (Fig. 3). No growth of the co-transformed yeast cells on the selective media implied no homo-dimerization of CLRDV-AL P0 proteins.

Fig. 3. Self-interaction of CLRDV-AL P0 protein. A pair of pAD-T and pBD-53 is a positive control. A pair of pAD-T and pBD-Lam is a negative control.

The intracellular localization of P0 investigated by expressing GFP-tagged P0 proteins in the plant cells using a fluorescence microscope revealed the possibility of P0 protein being a membrane-bound protein (data not shown). Hence, considering YTH is not a suitable method for the membrane proteins, the homo-dimerization of P0 proteins is still in question.

Our study showed that VSR encoded by CLRDV-AL has interesting characteristics that differ from well-known VSRs. More studies may be needed to identify the cause of such differences further.
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